Aiming for Success, Believing...Together We Can!
Columbine Hills Elementary
October 10, 2023
SAC Meeting

Agenda

● Introductions
  ○ Sasha M
  ○ Hannah (Kallen 1st)
  ○ Blackwell
  ○ Heather- Everett and Columbine area rep
  ○ Lauren Reindl
  ○ Celeste Anderson- 5th and 1st
  ○ Desiree- Workman
  ○ Paige

● Celebrations
  ○ PTA fundraiser
  ○ Field Day
  ○ watchdogs

● Updates
  ○ Playground drainage problem is being resolved
  ○ Spinner is having a different mat

● Review Homework Policy and Math Homework
  ○ Showed policy
  ○ Reading logs versus accountability piece- partnered with PTA (starting in November) for a monthly tracker a school wide (like coloring sheets) that can be turned in and incentivized with a reward ie) popcorn party for who reads the most (class based)
  ○ What is the difference between iready and MAP accelerator?
    Christa clarified
  ○ NEXT STEPS is coming from grade levels providing clarity

● Question about Pieffer closing- all the extra stuff?
  ○ Christa explained process

● Review results of October Survey Question
Aiming for Success, Believing...Together We Can!

- Parent teacher conferences will be held on October 17th & 18th. During this time, teachers will be sharing fall assessment data, the progress your child is making with their academic learning as well as classroom behavior and social emotional skills. Are there any other topics that you are hoping to know more about during your child's conference?
- Trend noticed- at home support
- Interesting comment- take into account student voice, what is an avenue for them to do this?
  - Mentioned circles and how this loosely ties
  - Maybe a question about “what would your child like us to know?” on the survey
  - An “I need to tell jar” as a possibility for older students
  - Clarification if students should come to Fall conferences- we haven’t explicitly stated...
- COULD DOJO come up at a SAC meeting, maybe some questions about it? (this was shared at PBIS)- went over the school expectations and the variation... big trends that are being hypothesized- some don’t use points, but more communication on the parent size, some look at the pictures or check points, others check religiously and track points several times throughout the day
  - Some staff don’t love to take away point- philosophy with PBIS
  - consistency at lunch and recess
  - Colt cards versus others
  - It would be interesting to see parent, student and teacher perception- maybe more information on how to support it at home and clarity on consequences have already been given but more of a communication tool
  - How difficult is to give points throughout the day? Blackwell explained
  - How do colt cards work? Christa clarified
  - How inclusive is it? Christa answered when it is tied to a behavior plan

***Could use a reminder to parents about communication tools- Dojo, email, phone calls, who to reach out to for what (communication pathways)

Upcoming Agenda Items: (November)
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SAC Meetings for 2023-2024

November 14th
January 9th
January 22nd - Columbine Area Meeting @ CHS 6:15pm
February 13th
March 12th
April 9th